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track listing: 1. luar do sertao 2. colcha de retalhos 3. e disso que o velho gosta 4. asa branca 5. chitaozinho & xororo 6. saudade de minha terra 7. caboclo na cidade 8. tristeza do jeca 9. cabocla tereza 10.
pombinha branca 11. cavalo enxuto 12. amore distante 13. vou toma um pingao 14. coracao sertanejo to their new album chitaozinho and xororo have invited some of the greatest interpreters of mpb and

sertanejo to sing with them some brazilian music classics as 'luar do sertao', 'cabocla tereza'and 'asa branca'. participations: leandro and leonardo. it's easy to access all of your favorite chitaozinho e xororo
songs on soundcloud or youtube. with tickets you'll also be able to see the concert in person. go to ticketsmarter.com and find the perfect seats. ticketsmarter is an industry leader for all types of concert tickets.
once your seat selection is made, you'll be able to conveniently purchase chitaozinho & xororo concert tickets in one quick and easy transaction. chitaozinho & xororo sold out concert tickets are scarce, so don't

waste time shopping for chitaozinho & xororo tour tickets elsewhere. ticketsmarter is your best source for chitaozinho & xororo concert tickets. you can depend on us to deliver tickets to the most popular
chitaozinho & xororo concert seats. also, we guarantee chitaozinho & xororo sold out tickets and offer a full money back guarantee. we're here to help make sure you get into the hottest shows. chitaozinho &
xororo tour dates are published on ticketsmarter.com after tickets go on sale. if you're looking for chitaozinho & xororo concert tickets on sale date, our search tools will help you find the best seats at a great

price. if you can't find what you're looking for, follow us on facebook or twitter to stay in the know.
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chitaozinho & xororo tickets are
selling fast. and, you still have the
opportunity to buy chitaozinho &
xororo concert tickets right now.
see the best seats you have ever

seen in person. browse our
chitaozinho & xororo tickets page.

and, keep in touch with all the
latest concert dates and news. if
you would like to buy chitaozinho
& xororo tickets, you will need to
enter the date, time and location
of the concert in the search bar.
then, click on the show that you

want to see. chitaozinho & xororo
will make it up to your doorstep
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quickly. if you have never
attended a chitaozinho & xororo

concert before and are on a
budget, you should choose our
ticketsforchitaozinho & xororo

ticket for cheap section. our site
has sold millions of tickets for

concerts and sporting events, and
we have a large database of data.
our ticket search functionality is
reliable and extremely efficient.

all you have to do is to search for
the date and time of the event

you want to attend in our
database, and you will be able to
see all the available tickets for

that event. chitaozinho & xororo
tickets are waiting for you in the
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next search results. we use a
proprietary algorithm that looks
through thousands of tickets for

chitaozinho & xororo. so, you can
buy tickets with confidence and

save a lot of time. all of our
inventory is checked and verified

by hand to make sure you will
receive authentic tickets.

chitaozinho & xororo tickets are
cheap and easy to purchase

online. they are available in a
wide variety of seating options.

we have premium, front row, and
cheap seats. you just need to

decide where you want to sit, and
you will have the best seats in the
house. we provide chitaozinho &
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xororo tickets for all your favorite
concerts. 5ec8ef588b
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